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the anticipated goal of cathartic release. Casting as key players her beloved cat and dog and playing herself 
as both living and corpse, she composes spectral (in the true sense of phantasmagoric) scenes that 
prematurely and thus impossibly re-enact, in various urban and domestic locations, her always proximate 
because immediately-pressing death. It is the sheer mundanity of these various thanatological “visions” that 
renders them so appalling and oddly appealing. In one she is still grasping an egg-lift. Following Roland 
Barthes she proposes film as pre-eminent mortographic medium. Even a gurgling sink becomes analogue of 
death. As we watch her cat dry-wretching, our own pathos is implicated in a larger empathetic memorialising. 
Invited, via hand-held camera, to voueristically peep, we find it impossible to conclude, from a superior stance, 
that her neurosis might finally be, well, funny. In one scene we watch her cat perplexed, rubs and then nestles 
against her inert body, for surely she will die on the bed. 

Narcissistic grief is multiform. In The Agony and the Ecstasy 2010, Melbourne artist Catherine Bell laments the 
peculiar loss incurred when work is exhibited but then left over – to be stored, often with difficulty and perhaps 
added to an archival mausoleum of fossilized production.  Her phallic galvanised iron sculptures called Cesspool 
and To All the Boys I Have Loved Before, subsequent to their 1996 exhibition, were stored at a friends’ home in 
suburban Fairfield.  The artist remembers the shock when her friend rang with catastrophic news that workmen 
had thrown the work, considered junk, into the garden where it lay mangled, an abject heap. What had been 
so poignantly redolent of a train of former and erotic liaisons was reduced to the interstitial status of vestige. 
This made the artist tragically depressed for wasn’t she herself annulled when the work was made extinct? Or 
isn’t this the universal experience of all artists: this history of agonizing little deaths finally topped by the big 
one, along the way energized by spasms of spectacular ecstasy. 

In vehement reply to unseeming misadventure and yet another sign of improper artistic recognition, the 
photographic documentation of the work in situ in original gallery setting is displayed together with its accidental 
installation, in arrangement in the garden and shed wall. A third photograph depicting the approximate imitation 
of the installational lay-out of discarded work in the back-garden becomes, recuperatively, an “installation” 
dated 2010. Thus the archival remnants of what were already fragile life- trophies with their arabesque pubic 
hair and the Cesspool’s penile serpents are hauled back from the brink of total entrophy. The artist notes that 
many artists seek to forestall the expense and violence implicit in storing artwork by physically destroying it 
themselves. Such an erasive purging, resembling as it does iconoclasm, has potential, to painfully speak to 

TROUBLE SET ME FREE

The exhibition title is from a Cat Steven’s song that is leitmotif for the death-infatuated young hero of the 1972 
black comedy, Harold and Maude. Having repeatedly mocked his own suicide, upon the death of his 80 year 
old lover he attempts it for real, only to renege at the last minute and embrace life.  As chorus to Harold’s 
emotional oscillations, Cat Steven’s lyrics propose the abysmal spiralling logic of the curatorial premise: if 
trouble sets me free then why the compulsive need to continually entertain it? And why do artists continually 
return to the daunting task of depicting trauma as so many varieties of haunting spectral evidence?1  

Berlin artist Patricia Waller siphons the perversity of comic-book violence into the presumably benign realm of 
women’s crafts. Using knitting needles, crochet hook and stuffing she constructs and assembles 3D scenes 
of trauma that veer simultaneously towards the banal and spectacular. Skilfully exploiting the twin forces 
of intense scopophilia and casual nonchalance the always ambivalent politics of seduction ruling the media-
scape are replayed, in particular, its clichéd penchant for predictably shocking narratives. Yet her referential 
systems are multiple.  Rendered as aberrant doily the pool of blood in Konrad, 2009 becomes corny Grand 
Guignol prop while the giant blood-streaked scissors become pop homage to Warholian camp.

In Dangers in the Household 1, 2010, a crocheted hand, presumably a child’s, touches an electric socket. In 
Hans a woven-yarn hand, in the midst of several gambolling fish, waves from the gallery floor. Clearly someone 
is drowning! But, actually, not quite drowning nor quite yet drowned because, as in all her acutely conceived 
mise en scene, time/action sequences are strategically frozen. It is as though the uncanny inanimate stillness 
of the stuffed body-part infects and arrests the flow of narrativity. Shock’s own metabolism is hysterically 
embalmed. By focusing on the action just before or after the actual physical traumatic impact she debars 
access, in true tabloid style, to the full denouement of violence. 

In Ax, 2010 the sheer and altogether ghastly tabloid economy of Waller’s narrative art is expressed: an axe 
drips congealed torrents of blood. Yet it is the loving attention to detail in the stitched construction of the 
lustrous metallic silver-threaded cover that alerts to perversity: here is cunning artistic mimicry of sadism’s 
own operational finesse. In Waller’s hands the seemingly innocuous crochet hook and knitting needle are 
employed as playful instruments of death. 

If Waller is faux-naïve, Sydney artist Bronia Iwanczak is mysteriously arcane. Many Fish Sacrifices, 2005, 
composed of two framed images and a DVD, engages internal referential systems so complex they become 
occult in the numinously obscure manner of medieval alchemy. Indeed, like the alchemist, she seeks 
transmogrification, not that of common material elements into gold, but of the human dead back into a state 
of purer release. As psychopomp she scripts magic involving a chef who slowly recites from a ledger 
documenting “unexpected” deaths of those murdered, killed in war, “disappeared” by military regimes, 
pandemics such as AIDS, typhoid etc. As he intones individual names, supported by hypnogogic sound-
track, he guts the fish whose sacrificial juices lubricate processes of substantiation. Spectral evidence is 
represented by images based on electron microscopic photographs of the hearing bone of fish pertaining to 
the region where the person died and thus able to work as cosmic filigree nets of such infinitesimal sympathetic 
finesse that surely the soul of the most brutally killed human would be ensnared and embraced. 

Not insignificantly, the artist had family in Poland in World War Two and thus were touched by the Holocaust.
At its Beuysian core, Iwanczak’s project is mystico-ethical especially when proposing the fragile floating fish 
earbone as what might compassionately hear even at the darkest depths of human (un)imagining. 

Magnificently neurotic in the best Woody Allen sense, Kathy High contributes yet another reflection on personal 
mortality. Since childhood she has had this dreadful sense that she is “going to die soon”. Ghosted, even 
punctured by this hovering portent, she seeks absolution in terms of knowing. Maybe if she rings commercial 
phone clairvoyants she will receive an actual declared date. Acting as artist ethnographer High made her 
video Everyday Problems of the Living – A Serial as an actual record of the millennial year in which she was 
surely to die. Quirkily idiosyncratic, and designed initially without thought of exhibition (made in 2000 it was 
only publicly released in 2005), it works as an internal testimonial soliloquy entertaining but never consummating 

even greater losses. Best for the artist to happily dress and redress, like hapless strumming Harold, creativity’s 
always open wounds. 

Two and a half years ago Melbourne artist Mark McDean was walking at night, chatting to friends when he 
suddenly fell into a hole in unmarked roadworks. Extensive surgery was required to prosthetically rebuild his 
shattered cranium. As he slowly recovered he had to gradually relearn basic skills like walking. Frontal lobe 
damage also meant that his personality had changed. Somehow he was and wasn’t still Mark McDean. We 
are reminded of Heraclitus: “Just as the river where I step is not the same, and is, so I am as I am not.” Such 
dislocation is invidious because it denies identification of the authentic. 

The four pieces exhibited here represent his first post-accident artworks. Thus it is not just fitting, but crucial 
that they simultaneously acknowledge and transact the caesura that is severe trauma. The designer tee-shirt 
on display is the one he wore that night: “it’s a Walter van Bierendonck T from Antwerp from its Aesthetic 
Terrorist range, complete with already embroidered mask” speaks to his pre-trauma stylishness and cavalier 
bonhomie.  Stainless steel staples trailing across its surface are the same as those used to staple back together 
his head. The cuts, now sutured, were result of it being cut off him in the emergency ward. The pillowcase, 
with bloodspot, is embroidered with the stuttering trembling line of his head scar for it was repeatedly opened. 
Upon return from hospital his partner tenderly traced its contours with a pen and they are now retraced by the 
artist. A hole in a crocheted rug, considered as a transitional object due to its sentimental childhood value, 
rather than embarrassing blemish, accurately measures and reruns, or reiterates, if we run with the invoked 
Derridean reference, the precise dimensions of the gap in his skull that was substituted with a metal plate. 
What might otherwise appear mere inert haberdashery thus work as charged palimpsests re-recording actual 
bodily markings and stains in the visionary manner of Veronica’s shroud, not that he is claiming any greatness. 
The fourth object springs from a bone-coloured skull part and is punctured by a flower. Working as quirkily 
ambitious baroque folly it invokes the desultory tragi-comic figure of Pierrot as avatar. As Elaine Scarry puts it, 
the body in pain requires the making and the unmaking of the world for it pushes us to the limits of what can 
be expressed.2  Trauma, in other words is chronically re-emphasized because it is the immeasurable measure 
of the incommensurate: a paradox then that is perhaps finally funny.
Melbourne artist Stephen Garrett’s strategy is to work directly with the gallery space. Timing and not just time 
is indeed the essence of his project for he is haunted by memories of suicides. In the fetishistic invocatory 

manner of Robert Gober he fabricates familiar objects according to closely observed simulacral demands so 
that even his maquettes are at once in and out of lived chronology. His concerns are primarily phenomenologi-
cal. The monkey bars are retrieved from childhood memory as those upon which a neighbour anchored a rope 
and then attached it to his neck. The wardrobe is that in which a family friend hanged herself.  It is as if these 
miniatures have the power to talismanically gather lost life-force and somehow recathect it – restored or doubly 
dead? – back into living space. 

Susan Stewart has noted the miniature’s zombie capacity to “bring historical events “to life,” to immediacy, and 
thereby to erase their history, to lose us within their presentness.”3  Such force is a simultaneously productive 
and unproductive transcendence. “A house within a house, the dollhouse not only presents the house’s articulation, of 
the tension between inner and outer spheres: she writes, “it also represents the tensions between two modes of 
interiority.”4  Garrett similarly proposes, in the form of a physicalized wonderment/bewilderment, what happens 
when we insert one staircase inside another, especially when the banisters are considered yet another secure 
anchorage for the suicide’s noose. In effect the object internally displaces itself and thus is pathologically 
parasited by performing as its own doppelganger. In the same way, and this is a truly shocking thought, and 
suitable endnote, the suicide internally self-duplicates so that one self can efficiently dispatch the other, without 
any residual and thus existential overlap. Enter then the vast chamber of little horrors: the fatal inside of fragile 
subjectivity: what art can only ever hope to secure. 

Dr Ross Moore
Australian Catholic University, April, 2010.

1 The term “spectral evidence” comes from the title of Ulrich Baer’s study: Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma, MIT 
Press: Cambridge, 2005.
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3  Susan Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, The Gigantic, The Souvenir, The Collection, Duke: Durham and London, 
1993, p. 60.
4  Ibid, p. 61.


